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Observation of Diamagnetic Domains in Beryllium by Muon Spin Rotation Spectroscopy
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Spectroscopic evidence is given for the recurrent “domain phase” with oppositely magnetized regions
in diamagnetic beryllium. A periodic splitting of the precession frequency of implanted muons in a Be
single crystal was observed as the strength of the applied fieldH k k0001l varied nearH0  2.74 T. On
sweepingH downwards, the doublet emerges and persists within more than one third of each de Haas–
van Alphen cycle, the positions of the lines fixed, with the lower frequency (diamagnetic) component
gaining and the higher (paramagnetic) one losing intensity. The line splitting givesDB ø 29 G for the
induction difference in domains atT  0.8 K.

PACS numbers: 75.20.En, 75.60.Ch, 76.75.+i
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The periodic formation and disappearance of a ph
with diamagnetic and paramagnetic domains in a norm
diamagnetic metal in strong magnetic fields at low temp
atures was predicted by Condon [1]. The domains a
because of the strong magnetic interaction of electr
on quantized Landau orbitals in metals, for which the
Haas–van Alphen (dHvA) oscillation of the orbital susce
tibility has a sufficiently large amplitudek0 [1,2]. For a
pure single crystal at low temperature,k0 is determined by
the parameters of the Fermi surface (extremal area of
cross section normal toH, the variation of this area alon
the field direction, cyclotron mass) and by the field stren
H. When, for a given range ofH, one has

k0  j≠My≠Bjmax . 1y4p , (1)
this implies ≠Hy≠B  1 4pk , 0 within some part of
each dHvA oscillation period, indicating thermodynamic
instability and the multivaluedness of the inductionBsHd.
For a long rodlike sample oriented alongH, the instability
is avoided byB jumping between two stable valuesB1, B2
at a givenH  Hc, leaving out allB values in the discon-
tinuity interval DB  sB1, B2d, which do not occur in the
sample [3]. The consequence for aplatelike samplein
perpendicular field is thatB cannot “follow” the continu-
ously varying fieldH through the forbidden intervals, a
the boundary conditionB  H for a uniformly magnetized
state at this geometry would require. ForH in the range
B1 , H , B2, the magnetic state is thus predicted [1]
break into alternating regions of diamagnetic and param
netic magnetization, with inductionsB  B1 and B  B2,
respectively, the proportion of the domains varying w
H so thatB  H is fulfilled as an average over the samp
TheH-B diagram is similar to thep-y diagram of a van der
Waals gas, only with more than one discontinuity interv
DB, situated periodically on theB axis. A series of phase
transitions are therefore expected, the phase of param
netic and diamagnetic domains with boundaries paralle
H returning and disappearing within each dHvA period
lengthDH  B2

0yF. HereF is the “dHvA frequency” in
terms of whichk is given by [2]
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ksBd  k0sBd coss2pFyB 1 fd

ø k0sB0d cosf2psB 2 B0dyDHg (2)

[the second expression holds forDH ø B0 within a few
cycles nearB0, chosen so thatksB0d  k0]. The state with
domains (“dHvA phase”) is physically similar to the in
termediate state of type I superconductors, reconciling
parently conflicting requirements of the electronic grou
state and electrodynamical boundary conditions by for
ing a two-phase system.

The existence of the dHvA phase has been experim
tally confirmed, though only in the single example of silv
[4]. The domains were revealed by a periodic splitting
the NMR line, corresponding to the differenceDB ø 12 G
in the paramagnetic and diamagnetic regions in the field
H0  9 T [4] at 4.2 K. In spite of intensive research sinc
1966, no spectroscopic evidence for dHvA domains in a
other metals could be obtained, and a detailed experime
study of the structure is still lacking. The efforts have be
concentrated mainly on beryllium, for which Eq. (1) is fu
filled at the relatively low fields ofH0 , 2 2 3 T, and the
oscillations of several macroscopic quantities (suscepti
ity, magnetoresistance, thermopower) have given stro
though indirect support to the predicted dHvA phase [2,
7]. The NMR experiment was attempted, but “the inhere
nuclear quadrupole splitting made the data collection a
interpretation difficult” [4], and although a “periodic line
broadening was observed, its explanation in terms of aDB
splitting was not clear.”

As also noticed earlier [8], the technique of muon sp
rotation (mSR) eliminates the difficulty of quadrupola
broadeningsSm  1y2d and is, thereby,a priori the ideal
method to study the dHvA domain phase. However,
spread in frequency of the precessing muons depend
the localization and dynamics of them1 in the given
crystal at low temperatures, and it has to be checked
if this linewidth allows the desired frequency resolutio
This proved to be the case for our Be single crys
sample.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2575
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We report here on the first spectroscopic evidence
recurrent diamagnetic and paramagnetic dHvA doma
in beryllium by using mSR. The muons, thermalize
randomly in the diamagnetic and paramagnetic regio
give rise to two distinctm1-spin precession frequencie
The linewidth in the absence of a domain phase bel
T  4 K was seen to correspond to&2 G in local
field fluctuations, whereas the expected difference
induction DB between diamagnetic and paramagne
domains should be an appreciable fraction ofDH ø
80 G near H0  2.7 T. A great advantage ofmSR is
that the entire volume of a metal single crystal can
studied, and not only that within a skin depth. W
used a plate of1 3 1 3 0.2 cm3 which was sufficiently
thick for both complete muon absorption and insuri
a negligible influence of the predicted domain distorti
at the surface. The mean penetration length of them1

beam (of momentumø28 MeVyc) is ,0.6 mm in Be,
much more than the depthd of the surface layer where
the domains “open.” [One hasd , w, wherew is the
domain width, and the estimatew , sZDd1y2 [2], with
sample thicknessZ  0.2 cm and electron orbit diamete
D ø 1024 cm, givesw ø 0.04 mm.]

The experiment was performed at themSR facility of
the Paul-Scherrer-Institut, Villigen; for a description
the mSR method, see, e.g., Ref. [9]. The beam of lo
energy (4 MeV)m1 particles, with a spin polarizationP0

rotated by an angle ofø50± “out” of the beam direction,
was directed perpendicularly at the single crystal plate,
normal to thec axis; the applied fieldH was parallel to
beam andc axis.

The frequency spectrum of the polarizationPstd pre-
cessing aboutH was analyzed on varyingH, by steps
of 7 G, nearH0  2.7 T. The homogeneity of the ap
plied field at the sample was tested at the onset by co
ing the cryostat down to 0.8 K andin situ measuring the
oscillations of the thermopowerUsHd at two field inter-
vals nearH0  2.7 T. The precession ofP is measured
by counting the (oscillating) number of decay positro
in detectors perpendicular to the beam direction [9]. F
beryllium in the normal, homogeneous phase at heli
temperatures, the oscillating intensityI [after separation
of the trivial factor exps2tytmd related to them1 lifetime
tm] was seen to be well described by

Istd  I0e2lt cossgmBt 1 dd , (3)

where gm  2p 3 13.554 kHzyG is the gyromagnetic
ratio for m1. In the absence of domainsl ø 105 s21,
corresponding to the quoted valueø1 2 G of random
dipolar fields.

A first analysis of the results, obtained by tunin
H about H0  2.74 T at T  0.8 K, was done in the
“broadening model” on fittingAstd to the data by Eq. (1).
Since the nuclear spins are randomly oriented alongH
at these field strengths and temperatures,any deviation
from lsHd ø const must reflect the influence of electro
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orbital magnetism. The dependence ofl on H is shown
in Fig. 1. The expectedl ø 105 s21 values appear only
exceptionally near the minima, the functionlsHd rises,
reaches values about10 timesas large as at minimum, and
descends again, with a period of76 6 2 G coinciding,
within this accuracy with the dHvA frequencyDH 
78 G atH0  27 400 G. (In the figures the nominal field
valuesH are replaced by the real ones, deduced from t
m1 precession frequencies outside the splitting region;
accuracy inH is ø 61 G.)

Although the broadening model is, strictly speakin
adequate only for Lorentzian broadening (i.e., near t
minima in Fig. 1), and the “broadened line” in our cas
is a well resolved doublet forl ø 0.4 ms21 or larger, the
maximum ofl ø 0.9 ms21 gives a qualitatively correct
idea of the splitting,Dn ø lyp ø 0.3 MHz, equivalent
to DB ø Dnysgmy2pd  22 G. The exact value found
below is ø29 G, and this means that the intervaldH,
where the domain phase exists, is more than one-third
the dHvA periodDH at thisH0.

Three raw frequency spectra, taken at the central pe
region in Fig. 1, are shown in Fig. 2. The applied fie
H for the upper spectrum is somewhat higher thanHm,
at which the maximum ofl occurs, the spectrum in the
middle is taken just atHm, and the lower spectrum is for
H , Hm. The stable position of the doublet lines, asH
sweeps downwards, and the “transfer” of intensity into t
lower frequency line, are spectacular and unambiguo
evidence for the presence of domains and their vary
volume ratio following the variation ofH.

FIG. 1. Exponential damping ratel of the precessingm1

polarization, as a function ofH. The periodic sharp rise of
l (i.e., of the widthDv  2l of the spectral line in frequency
space atv  gmB) marks the onset of line splitting due to the
incipient domain phase. Abovel ø 0.4 ms21 the “broadened”
line is, in fact, a well resolved doublet (Fig. 2). The dotted lin
is a best fit to the data by a (truncated) Fourier series with
period of DH  76 G. This period agrees, within the presen
accuracy, with the value of the dHvA periodDH  78.2 G
at H0  2.74 T. The in situ measured oscillations of the
thermopower are shown in the inset. In all figures,T  0.8 K.
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FIG. 2. Raw frequency spectrum data showing the splitmSR
line in the central peak region of Fig. 1. The applied fieldH
decreases downwards in the figure. Note the stable positio
the doublet linessDn  0.39 MHzd and the transfer of intensity
from the higher frequency (paramagnetic domain) line to
lower one coming from the diamagnetic domains.

This evidence is detailed only in a quantitative way
plotting the result of a systematic fit of data in Fig.
where the frequency or frequencies in themSR spectra are
plotted, together with the relative intensities of the line
Sincen  sgmy2pdB, the ordinates are just theB values
in the sample in MHz units.

The difference in induction between the domains
DB  28.8 6 1.4 G atH0  2.740 T. The measuremen
was repeated within a dHvA period around theø1000 G
lower field H0  2.644 T, and the formation of domains
was observed in the same way, with an even lar
splitting DB ø 40 G in this field range. With increasing
of

e

.

r

FIG. 3. Analysis of the central peak region of Fig.
The splitting of the frequencyDn  0.39 6 0.02 MHz for
27 378 , H , 27 405 G corresponds to the difference in in
duction ofDB  28.8 6 1.4 G in the domains. The intensitie
i1, i2 (see inset) of the doublet lines show the relative volum
of paramagnetic and diamagnetic regions at the actual v
of H [ik  I0,kysI0,1 1 I0,2d, and the solid and dashed curv
correspond to the two detectors perpendicular to the m
beam].

the temperature from0.8 K, the splitting DB begins
to decrease atø1.5 K, it is reduced to about9 G at
T ø 3.5 K, and cannot be well resolved above th
temperature. This is consistent with an earlier result
a similarly oriented single crystal sample [6] where, at t
somewhat lower fieldH0  2.1 T, Eq. (1) was seen to b
no longer fulfilled aboveø3 K.

In conclusion, the recurrent dHvA phase in berylliu
was clearly demonstrated by themSR spectra; the differ-
enceDB for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic doma
was determined at the applied fields nearH0  2.64 and
2.74 T. The ratio DByDH was found to beø0.37 at
H0  2.74 T, it increases in this field range with low
ering H0. Due to the absence of quadrupolar linewid
and the conveniently large penetration length,mSR spec-
troscopy seems to bea priori the best, and forI . 1y2
actually the only experimental method suited for the stu
of the diamagnetic domain phase. This is the case of
where a special advantage is the not too high external fi
at which the domains are formed. A detailed analysis
the domain structure, like the variation of width and w
thickness withH0, as well as of the nature of the pha
transition, is in progress.

The authors are indebted to F. Lykov (Kurchat
Institute) for preliminary thermopower measurements
the sample.
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